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Vitafood Meals 
for the Hungry

— Haiti —

Jesus said to them, “I am the bread of life.  
Whoever comes to me will never be hungry, and whoever believes in me will never be thirsty.”

JOHN 6:35



Executive Summary

Description
This project will send nutrient-rich 
Vitafood meals to feed hungry families 
and schoolchildren through our local 
ministry partner, the Haitian Resource 
Development Foundation (HRDF). 
Vitafood is scientifically formulated 
with the optimal balance of vitamins, 
minerals, protein, fiber, fat and 
carbohydrates to meet the needs  
of malnourished children. 

Purpose
To fight hunger, rehabilitate the 
malnourished, and live out Christ’s 
call to serve the vulnerable.

Location
Aquin, a port community in Haiti’s 
Sud department.

Cost
Our goal is to send 816,480 meals to 
Haiti at a cost of about $60,000. Every 
dollar sends 14 donated meals!

Highlights
NEED
• Haiti is the poorest country in the 

Western Hemisphere.
• Nearly 1 in 2 Haitians does not 

have enough to eat. (Source: World  
Food Programme)

• Recent crises, including an 
earthquake and an oil shortage, 
have plunged the country deeper into poverty and desperation.

IMPACT
• By sending hundreds of thousands of Vitafood meals, you will help prevent stunting and other hunger-

related conditions among children and families.
• Your generosity will reflect Christ’s concern for the poor and fulfill the first Corporal Work of Mercy, 

bringing to mind our Lord’s words in Matthew 25, “I was hungry and you gave me food… Truly I tell you, 
just as you did it to one of the least of these who are members of my family, you did it to me.” 

An HRDF aid distribution for earthquake survivors.



A Country Beset by Tragedy
To find Haiti’s beauty, you first have to understand its tragedies.
Haiti’s people are amazing because of their incredible resilience and faith. In the face of adversity, they still 

express joy, demonstrate an unshakable faith in God, and live with a perseverance that knows no bounds.  
One of the reasons Haiti experiences material tragedies so often is linked to its geography. The country sits in 

the path of tropical storms that blow in from the Atlantic. It also sits on a fault line between large tectonic plates. 
Just last year, the country was battered by yet another earthquake — this time in the Grand Sud departments to 
the south. The quake wiped out 130,000 homes and caused more than 2,200 deaths.

The frequency of natural disasters, which has been worsened by widespread deforestation, has left many Haitians 
with a reduced capacity to tackle the economic and social issues that have long plagued them. For example, Haiti 
was ill-prepared to cope with the COVID-19 crisis, which increased the financial strain on families already struggling 
to make ends meet. More recently, an oil shortage and growing instability have brought many of those families to 
the breaking point. Fathers and mothers can’t find work, and children have little or nothing to eat.

What’s worse, the U.N. is warning that a new humanitarian catastrophe is upon this struggling nation. About 
4.7 million people — nearly 1 in 2 Haitians — are hungry, and 100,000 children under age 5 are suffering from 
malnourishment, making them very vulnerable to a recent cholera outbreak.

Thankfully, we have a ministry partner in Haiti that has not forgotten these children and families — the 
Haitian Resource Development Foundation.

We began our relationship with HRDF in southern Haiti in 2019 and strengthened that partnership during the 
aftermath of the 2021 earthquake, collaborating to distribute medical aid and feed the hungry. In the year that 
followed, thousands of additional vulnerable people have been fed through community feeding programs supported 
by HRDF and Cross Catholic Outreach — but the need is still great!

Please — join us in supporting HRDF’s mission of mercy and ensuring the needs of Haiti’s poor continue 
to be met. Together, we can bless that country’s most vulnerable families and meet their most urgent needs!

Due to unemployment, the Therminor family struggles to survive. On most days, they were 
eating just one meal. Some days, they ate nothing at all. Thanks to the Vitafood program, they 
now regularly eat two meals a day. Your gift will enable this blessing to continue!
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Our Promise to You!
Donations from this campaign will be used to cover any expenditures for this project incurred through June 30, 2023,  

the close of our ministry’s fiscal year. In the event that more funds are raised than needed to fully fund the project,  
the excess funds, if any, will be used to meet the most urgent needs of the ministry.

Our Mission
We mobilize the global Catholic Church to transform the poor and their communities materially and 
spiritually for the glory of Jesus Christ.

Good Stewardship 
We consider every gift we receive as a precious resource from God. We direct every donation to its intended 
project, provide honest and accurate reports to our donors, and keep overhead costs to an industry low. We 
handle funds with utmost integrity and hold our ministry partners in the field to the same high standards 
by asking them to document costs and the impact of their outreach.
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Help End Their Hunger!
HRDF has asked for our help — and with your 

support, we will respond!
A large donation of nutrient-rich Vitafood has been 

made available to us, but we need your help to move 
these meals into the hands of the malnourished. Your 
generous gift will help cover the cost to rush the meals 
to Haiti and rescue families from hunger during this 
difficult time. These meals will, in some cases, literally 
save families from going days without food.

Show Christ’s love to struggling Haitian 
families by meeting this basic need.  

Help us provide them with  
daily nutritious meals!

You can help feed at-risk Haitian schoolchildren!
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